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President's Welcome
  
Dear Colleagues,

I hope you had a wonderful summer filled 
with good books, travel, and many other 
activities to prepare you for the upcoming 
school year.  

In case you didn?t have an opportunity to 
follow the state budget, there were several 
education-related changes that were 
enacted. The legislature adopted new 
graduation standards for the class of 2021 
and beyond.  While some of the exact 
requirements have not been released yet, 
it appears that the legislature has 
determined what direction the state will 
be moving for the foreseeable future.  In 
addition to the graduation requirements, a 
moratorium was placed on takeovers from 
the academic distress commission. Finally, 
the legislature was unable to reach 
agreement on a funding plan. As a result 
all districts were flat funded for the 
biennium with the exception of funding 
student wellness advocated by the Dewine 
Administration. 

With the beginning of the school year 
comes a time of renewal. With that in 
mind, I would like to suggest some ways 
you might consider getting involved with 
OCTELA. 
  
  
Ways to Get Involved 

· We are always looking for members to 
contribute to various conference needs 
including communicating with the 
membership, working on pre-conference 
preparations, recruiting members to 
present at the conference, and assisting 
with various tasks/jobs during the 
conference.  

· We are constantly seeking new topics 
and features for the OCTELA newsletter. 
If you have a topic or know someone that 
could submit a topic for the OCTELA 
newsletter, we would love to hear from 
you. 

· OJELA is always soliciting articles. You 
might consider submitting an article for 
the journal or contacting the OJELA 
editor to see if peer review is needed for 
submissions. 
 
· The membership committee is 
continually exploring new ways to 
connect with English teachers throughout 
Ohio to increase membership. This is an 
ongoing task that needs fresh ideas.  
  
Again, we thank you for your continued 
support, and if you are interested in 
working with OCTELA, please feel free 
to contact me at
joshuayounge@sbcglobal.net.  
  
H ave a wonderful school year.  
  
Sincerely, 
  
Joshua Younge 
President, OCTELA 
  

Jo shua  Yo unge
Pr esident
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OCTELA 20/20:
What to Expect from Envisioning Our Future(s)

How we envision our future(s) matters. N ineteenth 
and twentieth-century people once imagined all 
sorts of things about the distant future of the 2020s: 
we could travel across oceans by a Whale Bus 
powered by blue whales, groom conveniently with 
automated barbers trimming our mustachios, and, 
yes, fly with a clever assortment of winged and 
mechanized contraptions attached to our bodies. 
These types of vivid, playful imaginings have always 
entertained and provoked speculations about what 
gifts the future might hold. 

 

Fig. 1. Jean-Marc Cote, French artist, issued 80+ futuristic, paper cards for 
the 1900 World?s Exhibition in Paris. See more at 
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/ france-in-the-year- 2000-1899- 
1910/?utm_medium =google. 

The figure above (Fig. 1) illustrates a mechanized 
vision for twenty-first century classrooms; here, a 
teacher chooses an array of school books to input 
into a grinder (powered by a TA, of course!) and 
knowledge is piped directly into the students? 
brains--the now infamous educational dream/horror 
of many. Today, we might see this image and think 
of the potentials? and dangers? of the Internet. We 
might even muse over this illustration as a precursor 
to our own speculations about future technologies 
(think of N etflix?s series Black M irror or other 
examples of science-fiction stories, films, plays, and 
even art work). 

Our present doesn?t quite align with what they 
imagined. When considering speculative fiction, 
Language Arts teachers today probably think of Lois 
Lowry?s The Giver, Suzanne Collins?s The Hunger 
Games, Aldoux Huxley?s Brave New World, and, of 
course, M argaret Atwood?s The Handmaid?s Tale and 
George Orwell?s 1984. Teachers understand the 
importance of these stories, this cultural work. The 
stories we tell, and have always told, about ourselves 
and our connections to the planet help shape what 
we believe to be possible.

So, what should be possible? for the betterment of 
all? Perhaps more than ever, it is vital for us to 
imagine a world where innovative education is made 
a priority. N nedi Okorafor?s Binti series (2015-) 
comes to mind as a perfect example of contemporary 
Young Adult literature that focuses on the role of 
universities in the future: a female protagonist leaves 
the planet, encounters other species, becomes a 
hybrid, and engages in political activism? all for the 
sake of receiving a top-notch education. Playing, 
thinking, and working with this type of literature 
can invigorate teaching and learning.

On February 21 and 22, 2020, let us consider how 
we might transform professionally in this new era. 
OCTELA will host a 20/20 event, Envisioning Our 
Future(s), for educators in Ohio to hear nationally 
recognized keynote speakers, present teaching 
demonstrations, serve on panels, facilitate 
workshops, lead roundtable discussions, visit book 
representatives, create poster exhibits, break bread, 
and share important policy conversations. 

Ivan Welton Fitzwater, a well-known educator, once 
claimed in a poem, ?the future world is in my 
classroom today?; how might Ohio?s teachers, 
preK-16, take this statement beyond the meme it 
has become and prepare ourselves, as well as 
students, to be leaders for productive change? The 
goal of this conference is to invigorate and inspire 
new connections? new conversations beyond 
budgets, testing, licensures, and stale professional 
development? as we face what comes next. 

20/20 Keynote Speakers 

Daniel Jose Older, Latino science-fiction writer for 
Star Wars and other Scholastic series, will be 
speaking at lunch on Friday, February 21, to 
conference goers about the role of multiculturalism 
and science fiction in young adult stories. He is a 
New York Times best seller of multiple urban fantasy 
books and known as an incredible speaker. Elizabeth 
Acevedo, N ational Poetry Slam Champion and 
Afro-Dominican author of The Poet X (2018), will 
be our lunch keynote for Saturday, February 22.  
She has won multiple awards including the Carnegie 
M edal, the N ational Book Award, and the Golden 
K ite Award; she also promises to be a powerful 
speaker with great impact. These authors recognize 
the growing influence of globalization in English 
writing and literature. Their talks should help us 
think about how we can invite students to encounter 
diverse texts and worldviews, while also allowing 
students to find themselves represented in a variety 
of stories, essays, and poetry. How can we honor 
difference and cultivate common ground at the same 
time? How can we keep pushing ourselves to go 
beyond what we think we already know? 

Daniel Jose Older

                                                                              Acevedo's The Poet X

For afternoon keynote inspiration, Dr. Tony M . 
Vinci and Tanny M cGregor share the newest, most 
salient ideas from their research. On Friday, Vinci, 
contributing author in Posthumanism in Young Adult 
Fiction (2018, UP of M ississippi), will discuss vital 
connections he finds between fantasy, trauma, and 
posthumanist exopedagogy. One of his central 
questions will be ?How might teaching with trauma 
and fantasy help us engage literature and our 
students in new and productive ways?? Saturday will 
showcase M cGregor, author of Ink and Ideas (2019, 
Heinemann); she hopes to challenge what teachers 
may think we know about art and reveal that ?art is 
made by ordinary people who represent their ideas 
in extraordinary ways.? 

Vinci's Posthumanism

                   
                                                                                      Tanny McGregor

* * *Books for purchase and signings will be made available.* * *

Listening, Learning, Contr ibut ing, Creating. 

The heart of every OCTELA conference is always 
Ohio?s own teachers. This could be your year to 
develop something awesome for yourself, your class, 
and/or your district. What might you like to present 
in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a 
friend? The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers 
multiple ways to participate through individual or 
panel presentations, workshops, roundtables, poster 
sessions, and coffee times. This year?s conversation 
starters include:

Who are the 2020 students? What types of 
foundational knowledges and skills will they need to 
keep learning moving forward?

How are newer technologies impacting 
teaching expectations and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres 
(think sci-fi, horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, 
magical realism, fantasy, comics, films, etc.) 
invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and 
sustain? multicultural perspectives? From recruiting 
and mentoring diverse teachers to building 
worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is 
considered ?human? transforming the humanities? 
What is posthumanism and how is it influencing 
young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English 
classroom address political environments and help 
develop healthy civic student life? What would 
ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through 
regional meet-ups. We want to promote authentic, 
collegial connectivity and a sense of community 
beyond the yearly conference. Supporting 
OCTELA?s regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 
conference offers a common read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper 
M enagerie.? The common read creates a shared 
experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and 
discuss contemporary texts, teaching approaches, 
and new ideas. This short story is perfect for the 
20/20 conference theme. As a blend of multicultural 
magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection 
of short stories has won multiple awards including 
the Hugo, N ebula, and World Fantasy Awards? for 
good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper 
tiger, witnesses a magical, sentimental, and 
sometimes heart-wrenching relationship between 
young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set 
in the 80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack 
asks readers of all ages to consider ways of 
recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you 
would like to read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper 
M enagerie,? the online magazine i09 has permission 
to reprint the whole story: https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie 
was imagined, fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, 
metal, octopus parts, love, and Indesign. He believes 
reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes 
a bit gushy in his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers 
and the work they commit to each year and with 
each student they teach.  
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On Friday, Vinci, contributing author in Posthumanism in Young 
Adult Fiction (2018, UP of M ississippi), will discuss vital 
connections he finds between fantasy, trauma, and posthumanist 
exopedagogy. One of his central questions will be ?How might 
teaching with trauma and fantasy help us engage literature and our 
students in new and productive ways?? Saturday will showcase 
M cGregor, author of Ink and Ideas (2019, Heinemann); she hopes to 
challenge what teachers may think we know about art and reveal 
that ?art is made by ordinary people who represent their ideas in 
extraordinary ways.? 

Vinci's Posthumanism

                   
                                                                                      Tanny McGregor

* * *Books for purchase and signings will be made available.* * *

Listening, Learning, Contr ibut ing, Creating. 

The heart of every OCTELA conference is always Ohio?s own 
teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers multiple ways to 
participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
roundtables, poster sessions, and coffee times. This year?s 
conversation starters include:

Who are the 2020 students? What types of foundational 
knowledges and skills will they need to keep learning moving 
forward?

How are newer technologies impacting teaching expectations 
and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie was imagined, 
fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
Indesign. He believes reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes a bit gushy in 
his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers and the work they commit to 
each year and with each student they teach.  
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roundtable discussions, visit book representatives, create poster 
exhibits, break bread, and share important policy conversations. 

Ivan Welton Fitzwater, a well-known educator, once claimed in a 
poem, ?the future world is in my classroom today?; how might 
Ohio?s teachers, preK-16, take this statement beyond the meme it 
has become and prepare ourselves, as well as students, to be leaders 
for productive change? The goal of this conference is to invigorate 
and inspire new connections? new conversations beyond budgets, 
testing, licensures, and stale professional development? as we face 
what comes next. 

20/20 Keynote Speakers 

Daniel Jose Older, Latino science-fiction writer for Star Wars and 
other Scholastic series, will be speaking at lunch on Friday, 
February 21, to conference goers about the role of multiculturalism 
and science fiction in young adult stories. He is a New York Times

best seller of multiple urban fantasy books and known as an 
incredible speaker. Elizabeth Acevedo, N ational Poetry Slam 
Champion and Afro-Dominican author of The Poet X (2018), will 
be our lunch keynote for Saturday, February 22.  She has won 
multiple awards including the Carnegie M edal, the N ational Book 
Award, and the Golden K ite Award; she also promises to be a 
powerful speaker with great impact. These authors recognize the 
growing influence of globalization in English writing and literature. 
Their talks should help us think about how we can invite students 
to encounter diverse texts and worldviews, while also allowing 
students to find themselves represented in a variety of stories, 
essays, and poetry. How can we honor difference and cultivate 
common ground at the same time? How can we keep pushing 
ourselves to go beyond what we think we already know? 

Daniel Jose Older

                                                                              Acevedo's The Poet X

For afternoon keynote inspiration, Dr. Tony M . Vinci and Tanny 
M cGregor share the newest, most salient ideas from their research. 
On Friday, Vinci, contributing author in Posthumanism in Young 
Adult Fiction (2018, UP of M ississippi), will discuss vital 
connections he finds between fantasy, trauma, and posthumanist 
exopedagogy. One of his central questions will be ?How might 
teaching with trauma and fantasy help us engage literature and our 
students in new and productive ways?? Saturday will showcase 
M cGregor, author of Ink and Ideas (2019, Heinemann); she hopes to 
challenge what teachers may think we know about art and reveal 
that ?art is made by ordinary people who represent their ideas in 
extraordinary ways.? 

Vinci's Posthumanism

                   
                                                                                      Tanny McGregor

* * *Books for purchase and signings will be made available.* * *

Listening, Learning, Contr ibut ing, Creating. 

The heart of every OCTELA conference is always Ohio?s own 
teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers multiple ways to 
participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
roundtables, poster sessions, and coffee times. This year?s 
conversation starters include:

Who are the 2020 students? What types of foundational 
knowledges and skills will they need to keep learning moving 
forward?

How are newer technologies impacting teaching expectations 
and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie was imagined, 
fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
Indesign. He believes reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes a bit gushy in 
his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers and the work they commit to 
each year and with each student they teach.  
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best seller of multiple urban fantasy books and known as an 
incredible speaker. Elizabeth Acevedo, N ational Poetry Slam 
Champion and Afro-Dominican author of The Poet X (2018), will 
be our lunch keynote for Saturday, February 22.  She has won 
multiple awards including the Carnegie M edal, the N ational Book 
Award, and the Golden K ite Award; she also promises to be a 
powerful speaker with great impact. These authors recognize the 
growing influence of globalization in English writing and literature. 
Their talks should help us think about how we can invite students 
to encounter diverse texts and worldviews, while also allowing 
students to find themselves represented in a variety of stories, 
essays, and poetry. How can we honor difference and cultivate 
common ground at the same time? How can we keep pushing 
ourselves to go beyond what we think we already know? 

Daniel Jose Older

                                                                              Acevedo's The Poet X

For afternoon keynote inspiration, Dr. Tony M . Vinci and Tanny 
M cGregor share the newest, most salient ideas from their research. 
On Friday, Vinci, contributing author in Posthumanism in Young 
Adult Fiction (2018, UP of M ississippi), will discuss vital 
connections he finds between fantasy, trauma, and posthumanist 
exopedagogy. One of his central questions will be ?How might 
teaching with trauma and fantasy help us engage literature and our 
students in new and productive ways?? Saturday will showcase 
M cGregor, author of Ink and Ideas (2019, Heinemann); she hopes to 
challenge what teachers may think we know about art and reveal 
that ?art is made by ordinary people who represent their ideas in 
extraordinary ways.? 

Vinci's Posthumanism
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* * *Books for purchase and signings will be made available.* * *

Listening, Learning, Contr ibut ing, Creating. 

The heart of every OCTELA conference is always Ohio?s own 
teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers multiple ways to 
participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
roundtables, poster sessions, and coffee times. This year?s 
conversation starters include:

Who are the 2020 students? What types of foundational 
knowledges and skills will they need to keep learning moving 
forward?

How are newer technologies impacting teaching expectations 
and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie was imagined, 
fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
Indesign. He believes reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes a bit gushy in 
his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers and the work they commit to 
each year and with each student they teach.  
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For afternoon keynote inspiration, Dr. Tony M . Vinci and Tanny 
M cGregor share the newest, most salient ideas from their research. 
On Friday, Vinci, contributing author in Posthumanism in Young 
Adult Fiction (2018, UP of M ississippi), will discuss vital 
connections he finds between fantasy, trauma, and posthumanist 
exopedagogy. One of his central questions will be ?How might 
teaching with trauma and fantasy help us engage literature and our 
students in new and productive ways?? Saturday will showcase 
M cGregor, author of Ink and Ideas (2019, Heinemann); she hopes to 

challenge what teachers may think we know about art and reveal 
that ?art is made by ordinary people who represent their ideas in 
extraordinary ways.? 
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teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers multiple ways to 
participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
roundtables, poster sessions, and coffee times. This year?s 
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Who are the 2020 students? What types of foundational 
knowledges and skills will they need to keep learning moving 
forward?

How are newer technologies impacting teaching expectations 
and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
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https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
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teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
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participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
roundtables, poster sessions, and coffee times. This year?s 
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Who are the 2020 students? What types of foundational 
knowledges and skills will they need to keep learning moving 
forward?

How are newer technologies impacting teaching expectations 
and experiences?

How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 
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fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
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teachers. This could be your year to develop something awesome 
for yourself, your class, and/or your district. What might you like to 
present in February 2020? Would you go it alone or bring a friend? 
The 20/20 Call for Proposals (here) offers multiple ways to 
participate through individual or panel presentations, workshops, 
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How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?
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read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie was imagined, 
fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
Indesign. He believes reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes a bit gushy in 
his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers and the work they commit to 
each year and with each student they teach.  
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How might teaching non-traditional genres (think sci-fi, 
horror, dystopias, speculative fiction, magical realism, fantasy, 
comics, films, etc.) invigorate critical thinking in classrooms? What 
texts might be best to use and why?

How do teachers cultivate? and sustain? multicultural 
perspectives? From recruiting and mentoring diverse teachers to 
building worthwhile assignments, what practices work?

How are the changing definitions of what is considered 
?human? transforming the humanities? What is posthumanism and 
how is it influencing young adult literature?

To what extent should work in the English classroom address 
political environments and help develop healthy civic student life? 
What would ethical, well-balanced practices look like?

Regional M eet-ups and Purposeful Reading 

OCTELA is expanding its outreach through regional meet-ups. 
We want to promote authentic, collegial connectivity and a sense of 
community beyond the yearly conference. Supporting OCTELA?s 
regional initiatives this year, the 20/20 conference offers a common 
read: Ken Liu?s ?Paper M enagerie.? The common read creates a 
shared experience where teachers can gather, analyze, and discuss 
contemporary texts, teaching approaches, and new ideas. This short 
story is perfect for the 20/20 conference theme. As a blend of 
multicultural magical realism and science fiction, Liu?s collection of 
short stories has won multiple awards including the Hugo, N ebula, 
and World Fantasy Awards? for good reason. 

In this particularly touching story, Laoho, a paper tiger, witnesses a 
magical, sentimental, and sometimes heart-wrenching relationship 
between young Jack and his Chinese-American mother. Set in the 
80s, the reminiscing, narrative voice of Jack asks readers of all ages 
to consider ways of recognizing the magical connections and 
opportunities we can have with each other. If you would like to 
read Ken Liu?s short story, ?Paper M enagerie,? the online 
magazine i09 has permission to reprint the whole story: 
https://io9.gizmodo.com/ 
read-ken-lius-amazing-story-that-swept-the-hugo-
nebula-5958919. 

Finally, M eet Arlie. 

Created by graphic artist Cortney VonLoh, Arlie was imagined, 
fashioned and birthed with pen, ink, metal, octopus parts, love, and 
Indesign. He believes reading, writing, and thinking are the keys to 
imagining a better future. Arlie sometimes becomes a bit gushy in 
his appreciation for Ohio?s teachers and the work they commit to 
each year and with each student they teach.  
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Tanny  Mc Gr egor

Internationally-known teacher and conference 
speaker Tanny M cGregor brings over 30 years of 
professional experience to her popular sessions. 
Her workshops are known for their creative and 
engaging style. Originally an elementary school 
teacher, Tanny has served as a literacy coach, 
gifted intervention specialist, and preK-12 staff 
developer. She is the author of three books, 
Comprehension Connections: Bridges to Strategic 
Reading (Heinemann, 2007), Genre Connections: 
Lessons to Launch Literary and Nonfiction Texts 
(Heinemann, 2013), and her newest release, Ink 
& Ideas: Sketchnotes for Engagement, Comprehension, 
and Thinking (Heinemann, 2019). Tanny was also 
a contributor to the seminal work, Comprehension 
Going Forward: Where We Are/What?s Next 
(Heinemann, 2011). In addition to writing and 
consulting, Tanny serves as a teacher on special 
assignment for West Clermont Schools in 
Cincinnati, Ohio. She and her husband M iles 
have four daughters and four grandsons. Follow 
her on Twitter @TannyM cG! 

OCTELA trustee Sarah Ressler Wright spoke 
with Tanny to geteveryone excited for  
OCTELA 20/20.  Below are snippets from their 
conversation!

OCT ELA?s 20/20 conference creates a space 
for Ohio teachers to envision new 
possibi l i t ies for the futures of their 
classroom s; how does your work hope to 
add ways of thinking to the conversations 
next year?
M cGregor: I'm very interested in how we define 
art and what it takes to be an artist, both inside 
and outside of the ELA classroom. We toss 
around the words art/artist frequently, often 
implying that to be artistic is to be part of an elite 
group. I fear we limit ourselves and our students 
in the meantime. In my afternoon keynote 
address at this year's annual conference, I hope to 
reexamine our assumptions about art and offer up 
the idea that art is made by ordinary people who 
represent their ideas in extraordinary ways. I 
share some of my thinking about this in the 
closing of my new book, Ink & Ideas 
(Heinemann, 2019).

Who do you im agine are the students of the 
2020s; what do they need m ost from  their 
English teachers?
M cGregor: I imagine students of the 2020s to be 
brave, creative, and ready to share who they are 
with the world. They need English teachers who 
see them. Listen to them. Walk side by side with 
them, noticing and celebrating their thinking 
every day.

What has been your past connection with 
OCT ELA?
M cGregor: I've always known OCTELA to be a 
group of kindred spirits, on the surface linked by 
a love for English Language Arts, and underneath 
connected by the responsibility to make Ohio 
better, one classroom at a time. M y first 
OCTELA event was many years ago. I presented 
a session about the use of realia when teaching 
abstract ideas. I was inexperienced when it came 
to teaching adults, and very nervous about the 
session. I just remember how warm and affirming 
teachers were before, during, and after the 
session...and recall thinking that I had found a 
safe place to learn and grow. I am grateful to 
OCTELA for all it has done for me and so many 
other teachers down through the years.

Who are you cur rently reading? What books 
m ight you recom m end and why?

M cGregor: I am currently rereading all of Tracy 
Chevalier's novels (Tracy is an alumna of Oberlin 
College) in preparation for her new release, A 
Single Thread (expected in September 2019). I'm a 
big Chevalier fan. Check out her website at 
www.tchevalier.com.

M y book recommendations to others are often 
wordless picture books. I've tagged many titles 
from my collection on Twitter at 
#WordlessBookWeekend. If I had to name a few 
of my favorite wordless picture book creators, I'd 
have to say Barbara Lehman, Istvan Banyai, and 
Jeannie Baker.

Thank you Tanny for taking the time to answers these 
questions.  We can?t wait for  OCTELA 20/20, 
February 21st and 22nd!
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M ar gar et  Bl ev ins
Lena  Mo or e

Part 1: M argaret?s Reflections 

Lena M oore and I (M argaret Blevins) represented 
OCTELA at the July 12-14, 2019, N CTE 
Leadership M eeting held in Washington, DC. 
OCTELA?s M arge Ford, Region 2 SCOA 
Representative, was also in attendance. The last 
time I attended an N CTE Affiliate Leadership 
M eeting only members of Region 2 were in 
attendance. This year, members from 35 different 
affiliates and all regions participated. I found the 
meeting enjoyable and meaningful for several 
reasons. 

The Friday night opening reception and dinner at 
the Folger Shakespeare Library was one reason. 
Peggy O?Brien, Director of Education for the 
Folger Shakespeare Library, was a gracious and 
entertaining hostess. Following a wine reception, 
O?Brien invited all of us to participate in a 
presentation of Hamlet so we could ?return home 
and say we had performed at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC.? 
O?Brien divided all of us into groups of 5-9 
people. She gave each group one or more 
numbered slips of paper containing quotes from 
Hamlet. Each group was to plan a collaborative 
presentation of each assigned quote. O?Brien 
then read a summary of Hamlet, calling the 
number of each quote at the appropriate time. 
The quote presentations were creative and 
entertaining.  

Following this activity, we were invited to view 
manuscripts from the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
nineteenth centuries. At the dinner, we met key 
N CTE officers. Vice President Alfredo Celedon 
Lujan introduced M att M endez who talked about 
the debut of his young adult novel Barely Missing 
Everything. O?Brien closed the evening?s event by 
explaining that the Folger Shakespeare Library is 
closing and going on the road in December 2019 
for two years while construction is underway at 
the Library in Washington, DC. She invited 
affiliates to seek visits from the Library while it is 
on the road and even mentioned that OCTELA 
will be hosting the Folger Shakespeare Library at 
the 2021 OCTELA Spring Conference in 
Columbus, Ohio. 

Artifacts at the Folger Shakespeare Library

Another reason I enjoyed the Leadership 
M eeting was the affiliate presentations on 
membership recruitment and retention. R ick 
Whalen, CEO of M arketing General, presented 
the Annual M embership Benchmarking Report. 
H is report included the most effective and least 
effective channels for recruiting membership,  
why members are joining, why members are 
leaving, the top internal challenges to growing 
membership, and the top external challenges to 
growing membership. 

Other reasons for enjoying the meeting   
included receiving tips from the Texas Council 
about advocacy, remarks by Carol Jago about the 
California affiliate?s journal, the presentation by 
First Book, and presentations by the recipients of 
the N CTE Early Career Educators of Color 
Leadership Program. 

Finally, I appreciated the readings by the various 
Region Representatives of SCOA, especially this 
one read by Lawrence Butti, Region 1 
Representative:  

"To be hopeful in bad times is not just foolishly 
romantic.  It is based on the fact that human 
history is a history not only of cruelty, but also of 
compassion, sacrifice, courage, kindness.  What 
we choose to emphasize in this complex history 
will determine our lives.  If we see only the 
worst, it destroys our capacity to do something.  
If we remember those times and places--and 
there are so many--where people have behaved 
magnificently, this gives us the energy to act, and 
at least the possibility of sending this spinning top 
of a world in a different direction.  And if we do 
act, in however small a way, we don't have to wait 
for some grand utopian future.  The future is an 
infinite succession of presents, and to live now 
and as we think human beings should live, in 
defiance of all that is bad around us, is itself a 
marvelous victory."--Howard Z inn, A Power 
Governments Cannot Suppress

  
Part 2: Lena?s Reflections  

Getting together with representatives from 
different affiliates is one of my favorite aspects of 
the N CTE Affiliate Leadership M eeting. I 
attended my first one two years ago in Atlanta 
and was inspired by all the great work happening 
in different parts of the country. This year was no 
exception. It was an awesome opportunity to 
collaborate once again. 

The last time I was in Washington, D.C. was in 
sixth grade (many, M AN Y years ago), so I was 
excited for the opportunity to go back. What I 
wasn?t ready for was the traffic...A LOT of traffic. 
I?m a person who drives everywhere, and after 
driving in Atlanta multiple times, I didn?t think 
D.C. would be awful. After navigating the chaos 
that is D.C. rush hour, I made it to the Folger 
Shakespeare Library with minutes to spare to join 
M argaret Blevins and kick off the affiliate 
meeting. It was an evening of history and 
dramatics and a great time to just talk with 
affiliate representatives from around the country. 

Saturday was when the work and networking 
began. We got to hear from national experts on 
different topics surrounding membership 
development, literacy practices, and advocacy. 
There were also presentations on a variety of 
topics from different affiliates ranging from 
diversity to advocacy to membership. During this 
time, M argaret and I were able to share what 
OCTELA is doing to promote what makes us 
the affiliate we are--our members!  What I liked 
most about Saturday was being able to talk to 
various affiliate representatives and share ideas on 
how to continue to strengthen and support our 
members and how we can adopt and adapt 
N CTE?s H allmark Events, like the N ational Day 
on Writing, for our members. 

Saturday evening presented an interesting 
challenge for me - the need to satisfy my craving 
for a good burger while also wanting to see the 
Washington M onument. Unfortunately, I was 
only able to do one of those effectively because 
Saturday?s high was almost 95, making for an 
interesting and hot one-mile walk to the H ard 
Rock Cafe. I didn?t get the view I wanted of the 
Washington M onument, but I at least fed my 
craving for a burger. 

Washington Monument

The N CTE affiliate meeting wrapped up on 
Sunday morning with amazing presentations 
from N CTE?s Early Career Educators of Color. 
The work that these educators are doing in their 
communities is inspiring. We ended the meeting 
with some great collaboration and idea sharing 
among the affiliates that represent N CTE?s 
Standing Committee on Affiliates Region 2. We 
discussed everything from conferences to website 
development. 

After braving D.C.?s traffic, which was only 
slightly improved from Friday evening, I left the 
leadership meeting inspired with new ideas and 
insights to continue supporting the work that all 
of our members do. 

2019 N CTE Affiliate 
Leadership M eeting:

Shakespeare, Membership, and More
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act, in however small a way, we don't have to wait for some grand utopian 
future.  The future is an infinite succession of presents, and to live now 
and as we think human beings should live, in defiance of all that is bad 
around us, is itself a marvelous victory."--Howard Z inn, A Power 
Governments Cannot Suppress

  
Part 2: Lena?s Reflections  

Getting together with representatives from different affiliates is one of my 
favorite aspects of the N CTE Affiliate Leadership M eeting. I attended my 
first one two years ago in Atlanta and was inspired by all the great work 
happening in different parts of the country. This year was no exception. It 
was an awesome opportunity to collaborate once again. 

The last time I was in Washington, D.C. was in sixth grade (many, 
M AN Y years ago), so I was excited for the opportunity to go back. What 
I wasn?t ready for was the traffic...A LOT of traffic. I?m a person who 
drives everywhere, and after driving in Atlanta multiple times, I didn?t 
think D.C. would be awful. After navigating the chaos that is D.C. rush 
hour, I made it to the Folger Shakespeare Library with minutes to spare to 
join M argaret Blevins and kick off the affiliate meeting. It was an evening 
of history and dramatics and a great time to just talk with affiliate 
representatives from around the country. 

Saturday was when the work and networking began. We got to hear from 
national experts on different topics surrounding membership 
development, literacy practices, and advocacy. There were also 
presentations on a variety of topics from different affiliates ranging from 
diversity to advocacy to membership. During this time, M argaret and I 
were able to share what OCTELA is doing to promote what makes us the 
affiliate we are--our members!  What I liked most about Saturday was 
being able to talk to various affiliate representatives and share ideas on 
how to continue to strengthen and support our members and how we can 
adopt and adapt N CTE?s H allmark Events, like the N ational Day on 
Writing, for our members. 

Saturday evening presented an interesting challenge for me - the need to 
satisfy my craving for a good burger while also wanting to see the 
Washington M onument. Unfortunately, I was only able to do one of 
those effectively because Saturday?s high was almost 95, making for an 
interesting and hot one-mile walk to the H ard Rock Cafe. I didn?t get the 
view I wanted of the Washington M onument, but I at least fed my craving 
for a burger. 

Washington Monument

The N CTE affiliate meeting wrapped up on Sunday morning with 
amazing presentations from N CTE?s Early Career Educators of Color. 
The work that these educators are doing in their communities is 
inspiring. We ended the meeting with some great collaboration and idea 
sharing among the affiliates that represent N CTE?s Standing Committee 
on Affiliates Region 2. We discussed everything from conferences to 
website development. 

After braving D.C.?s traffic, which was only slightly improved from 
Friday evening, I left the leadership meeting inspired with new ideas and 
insights to continue supporting the work that all of our members do. 
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Heid i Weber
 Gif t ed  Lia iso n

Taking a Step Towards Blended Learning

If you are like me, summer break is about rest, 
renewal, and reflection. It seems each summer I 
devote time to working on how I can be a better 
teacher for the next school year. N ot a summer has 
gone by where I didn?t spend a great deal of time 
working on something that I planned to implement 
with my new students. You would think that after 20 
years of teaching, I might be working less? this 
summer has proved just the opposite.

As ELA teachers we struggle with having enough 
T IM E to teach our standards. All 40-45 of them with 
"subsections" in each. We know best practice includes 
conferencing and small group instruction, yet we have 
so much to teach and so HOW is a challenge. Rather 
than less being taken off our plates, more keeps being 
added. For elementary teachers, the new state 
mandate for teaching cursive is a blow to our time 
(This went into effect July 1st; of course ODE is already on 
top of an appendix for us)--adding more to squeeze in 
without removing anything.

M y frustrations on this mandate sparked a debate 
with a good friend of mine who is glad that ?kids will 
have to learn cursive? again because ?we did as kids? 
and ?they can?t read it, so you need to teach it.? I let 
him have an earful. Third graders have to T YPE for 
state assessments. We didn?t have to learn to type too 
as kids! He argued until I pointed out that he should 
teach his grandson to print (He?s 4 and struggles to 
hold a fork or spoon because his mother lets him play 
video games so much; needless to say, that got his 
attention). N evertheless, it is just one more mandate 
that I need to comply with; complaining isn?t going 
to change it.

The point here isn?t to vent or preach to the choir. 
You all feel the same pain and I will not accept defeat! 
I will figure this out. This summer has been about 
trying to do just that. One of my summer professional 
reads has been The Blended Learning Blueprint for 
Elementary Teachers by Jayme Linton. It invites us to 
consider how we can give students control over their 
use of time and place, their learning path, and the 
pace of their instruction. M y goal is to do what I can 
to maximize my use of instructional time to the 
fullest. M y plan is to ?clone? myself for targeted 
instruction whenever I can.

For me, this school year is going to be very 
different--even with the same teaching role and 
population. After years of pushing for more time with 
students, I got my wish. Yet, I am faced with a unique 
teaching situation for an elementary teacher. I will 
have 79 3rd/4th grade students a day...with 
approximately 40 students for a two hour block. 
While, yes, I am working with gifted students and can 
adjust my pace and content delivery, I still have to 
ensure grade level skills and standards are met while 
pushing to extend and enrich. The sheer volume of 
this caseload has had me OVERWHELM ED with 
how to pull it off. The only hope I feel I have is to 
compact curriculum as much as I can and set up 
"video lessons" where I?m ?cloned? for some direct 
instruction. It is time to put more ownership for 
accessing learning tools and resources on my students. 
Therefore my plan is to utilize blended learning like 
never before.

Just today, I've finished 43 word study video lessons, 
17 grammar video lessons, and 5 "cursive" writing 
video lessons. All of this is just to help me meet 
language standards 1 and 2. It has taken me a TON  of 
time, but I am hopeful that I can have these for 
students to access for instruction when I have 40 8-10 
year olds at once. Sure my videos are full of ?oops? 
moments and are not as polished as I would like, but 
then so is teaching ?live.? I invite (and challenge) you 
to consider how you can make your ELA time more 
"student self-directed." For me, creating videos like 
this helps put students more in charge. These videos 
are intended to be a resource, N ot to replace me but 
to perhaps have more of me to go around. Can you 
think of just one ?live? lesson you could replace by 
flipping through a video? The time you spend trying 
this out will pay of HUGE! (Check out this session from 
the OCTELA 2019 conference: Student Centered ELA 
Classrooms With Digital Tools for more help).

The other piece to this mindset then is student 
responsibi l i t y and ownership. We have to hold 
students accountable for taking charge. This too has 
to be taught. We first must teach students to have 
self-awareness. Then we teach them what it means 
to be self-directed, self-motivated, and self-regulating. 
(Note: my classroom is the ?Green Room? so we call 
ourselves ?Greenies.?)

 
 

 

If I am expecting my young students to access video 
lessons, then I have to teach them how to use their 
devices to access instructional content without the 
temptation of browsing the internet. Older students 
will have to resist the temptation of social media or 
?chatting? with friends. We can do this! We just have 
to be purposeful and explicit. Our students do all 
come to us as the model students we wish they would 
be, so be sure to take the time to teach what it means 
to be self-aware, self-directed, self-motivated, and

above all self-regulating! 

TOP TEACH IN G T IPS:
EDUCATING AND LEARNING IN THE ELA WORLD
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As ELA teachers we struggle with having enough T IM E to teach our 
standards. All 40-45 of them with "subsections" in each. We know best 
practice includes conferencing and small group instruction, yet we have 
so much to teach and so HOW is a challenge. Rather than less being 
taken off our plates, more keeps being added. For elementary teachers, 
the new state mandate for teaching cursive is a blow to our time (This 
went into effect July 1st; of course ODE is already on top of an appendix for 
us)--adding more to squeeze in without removing anything.

M y frustrations on this mandate sparked a debate with a good friend of 
mine who is glad that ?kids will have to learn cursive? again because 
?we did as kids? and ?they can?t read it, so you need to teach it.? I let 
him have an earful. Third graders have to T YPE for state assessments. 
We didn?t have to learn to type too as kids! He argued until I pointed 
out that he should teach his grandson to print (He?s 4 and struggles to 
hold a fork or spoon because his mother lets him play video games so 
much; needless to say, that got his attention). N evertheless, it is just one 
more mandate that I need to comply with; complaining isn?t going to 
change it.

The point here isn?t to vent or preach to the choir. You all feel the same 
pain and I will not accept defeat! I will figure this out. This summer has 
been about trying to do just that. One of my summer professional reads 
has been The Blended Learning Blueprint for Elementary Teachers by Jayme 
Linton. It invites us to consider how we can give students control over 
their use of time and place, their learning path, and the pace of their 
instruction. M y goal is to do what I can to maximize my use of 
instructional time to the fullest. M y plan is to ?clone? myself for 
targeted instruction whenever I can.

For me, this school year is going to be very different--even with the 
same teaching role and population. After years of pushing for more 
time with students, I got my wish. Yet, I am faced with a unique 
teaching situation for an elementary teacher. I will have 79 3rd/4th 
grade students a day...with approximately 40 students for a two hour 
block. While, yes, I am working with gifted students and can adjust my 
pace and content delivery, I still have to ensure grade level skills and 
standards are met while pushing to extend and enrich. The sheer 
volume of this caseload has had me OVERWHELM ED with how to 
pull it off. The only hope I feel I have is to compact curriculum as 
much as I can and set up "video lessons" where I?m ?cloned? for some 
direct instruction. It is time to put more ownership for accessing 
learning tools and resources on my students. Therefore my plan is to 
utilize blended learning like never before.

Just today, I've finished 43 word study video lessons, 17 grammar video 
lessons, and 5 "cursive" writing video lessons. All of this is just to help 
me meet language standards 1 and 2. It has taken me a TON  of time, 
but I am hopeful that I can have these for students to access for 
instruction when I have 40 8-10 year olds at once. Sure my videos are 
full of ?oops? moments and are not as polished as I would like, but then 
so is teaching ?live.? I invite (and challenge) you to consider how you 
can make your ELA time more "student self-directed." For me, creating 
videos like this helps put students more in charge. These videos are 
intended to be a resource, N ot to replace me but to perhaps have more 
of me to go around. Can you think of just one ?live? lesson you could 
replace by flipping through a video? The time you spend trying this out 
will pay of HUGE! (Check out this session from the OCTELA 2019 
conference: Student Centered ELA Classrooms With Digital Tools for more 
help).

The other piece to this mindset then is student responsibi l i t y and 
ownership. We have to hold students accountable for taking charge. 
This too has to be taught. We first must teach students to have 
self-awareness. Then we teach them what it means to be 
self-directed, self-motivated, and self-regulating. (Note: my classroom is 
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If I am expecting my young students to access video lessons, then I have 
to teach them how to use their devices to access instructional content 
without the temptation of browsing the internet. Older students will 
have to resist the temptation of social media or ?chatting? with friends. 
We can do this! We just have to be purposeful and explicit. Our 
students do all come to us as the model students we wish they would 
be, so be sure to take the time to teach what it means to be self-aware, 
self-directed, self-motivated, and

above all self-regulating! 
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change it.

The point here isn?t to vent or preach to the choir. You all feel the same 
pain and I will not accept defeat! I will figure this out. This summer has 
been about trying to do just that. One of my summer professional reads 
has been The Blended Learning Blueprint for Elementary Teachers by Jayme 
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their use of time and place, their learning path, and the pace of their 
instruction. M y goal is to do what I can to maximize my use of 
instructional time to the fullest. M y plan is to ?clone? myself for 
targeted instruction whenever I can.

For me, this school year is going to be very different--even with the 
same teaching role and population. After years of pushing for more 
time with students, I got my wish. Yet, I am faced with a unique 
teaching situation for an elementary teacher. I will have 79 3rd/4th 
grade students a day...with approximately 40 students for a two hour 
block. While, yes, I am working with gifted students and can adjust my 
pace and content delivery, I still have to ensure grade level skills and 
standards are met while pushing to extend and enrich. The sheer 
volume of this caseload has had me OVERWHELM ED with how to 
pull it off. The only hope I feel I have is to compact curriculum as 
much as I can and set up "video lessons" where I?m ?cloned? for some 
direct instruction. It is time to put more ownership for accessing 
learning tools and resources on my students. Therefore my plan is to 
utilize blended learning like never before.

Just today, I've finished 43 word study video lessons, 17 grammar video 
lessons, and 5 "cursive" writing video lessons. All of this is just to help 
me meet language standards 1 and 2. It has taken me a TON  of time, 
but I am hopeful that I can have these for students to access for 
instruction when I have 40 8-10 year olds at once. Sure my videos are 
full of ?oops? moments and are not as polished as I would like, but then 
so is teaching ?live.? I invite (and challenge) you to consider how you 
can make your ELA time more "student self-directed." For me, creating 
videos like this helps put students more in charge. These videos are 
intended to be a resource, N ot to replace me but to perhaps have more 
of me to go around. Can you think of just one ?live? lesson you could 
replace by flipping through a video? The time you spend trying this out 
will pay of HUGE! (Check out this session from the OCTELA 2019 
conference: Student Centered ELA Classrooms With Digital Tools for more 
help).

The other piece to this mindset then is student responsibi l i t y and 
ownership. We have to hold students accountable for taking charge. 
This too has to be taught. We first must teach students to have 
self-awareness. Then we teach them what it means to be 
self-directed, self-motivated, and self-regulating. (Note: my classroom is 
the ?Green Room? so we call ourselves ?Greenies.?)

 

 

 

If I am expecting my young students to access video lessons, then I have 
to teach them how to use their devices to access instructional content 
without the temptation of browsing the internet. Older students will 
have to resist the temptation of social media or ?chatting? with friends. 
We can do this! We just have to be purposeful and explicit. Our 
students do all come to us as the model students we wish they would 
be, so be sure to take the time to teach what it means to be self-aware, 
self-directed, self-motivated, and

above all self-regulating! 
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T IM E FOR BOOKS--
REVIEWS FOR ALL

 

Student Recom m endation 

 

X iomara Batista is navigating a cultural 
divide within her family and herself. She 
lives in H arlem within a strong (almost 
oppressive) Dominican community. She 
is a fierce person who feels alternately 
invisible and as if she?s on a stage within 
the neighborhood. As a person who is 
questioning her faith while living in a 
deeply religious house, her struggles are 
relatable to most high school teens. As 
she navigates the complex feelings that 
develop throughout her sophomore year, 
she finds her voice in written verse.  
Acevedo does an excellent job of 
developing her characters and pacing the 
story so that even the way the poems are 
written set the stage. This is a quick read 
that most teens will enjoy! The audio 
version is well done as well and would 
work for struggling readers or ESL 
students. I highly recommend this book 
and cannot wait to meet her at our 
conference in February. 

Professional Recom m endation
   

   

 

M r. Schmoker was part of Columbus 
City School?s Reimagine conference in 
June and I was very fortunate to meet 
him and hear the details that went into 
this book. We know that many times we 
struggle to address every standard for 
ELA. In Focus, M ike lays out the 
rationale for why we need not worry! 
The first section focuses on being 
selective with where we prioritize, 
clarify, and simplify the curriculum. 
Remember power standards? He backs 
up his ideas with solid research from 
multiple sources. Although Schmoker 
does a great job explaining and 
incorporating literacy and writing 
throughout, he sets aside chapters for 
each content area and breaks them down. 
When talking about ELA, he focuses on 
reading stamina and recommends that 
English courses have 8-10 core books, 
including plays, 10-20 poems and short 
stories and about the same number of 
nonfiction articles or speeches. Let that 
sink in.  

When we consider writing, many times 
fear of the quantity of grading prevent 
good teachers from requiring longer, yet 
more complex and thorough, pieces 
more than once or twice a year. In Focus, 
Schmoker shows ways that we can 
increase the amount of writing we 
require and decrease the paper-grading 
load. Using daily checks for work that 
meet the specific focus of the day?s lesson 
will allow us to give targeted feedback, 
and save the more detailed assessments 
for later stages of writing. This has 
become a go-to book for me.  
  

Pleasure Recom m endation

This book was released in 2018, but I 
had not read it until this summer. This 
story follows Lale, a Slovakian Jew who 
was put to work tattooing his fellow 
prisoners. Lale is given some privilege 
and freedom due to his position. He uses 
his position to find ways to help others, 
and eventually finds love within the 
confines of Auschwitz-Birkenau. Lale 
and Gita have many hurdles and 
obstacles to face as they navigate the 
horrors of the camp.  

M orris does a great job of allowing the 
reader to experience a tiny portion of the 
angst and horror of the time without 
sensationalizing it or condemning Lale 
for his choices. There are many examples 
of cruelty but also kindness within the 
walls of the prison. I think M s. M orris 
sums it up best in her author?s note: ?I 
had to identify how memory and history 
sometimes waltz in step and sometimes 
strain to part, to present not a lesson in 
history, of which there are many but a 
unique lesson in humanity? (p. 6). 

As we dive back into the thick of things 
with lesson plans and community 
building, remember that voting for the 
Buckeye Children?s and Teen Book 
Awards open 9-1-19 and close 11-10-19! 
This is the only student nominated and 
selected award, and author?s love hearing 
from their target audience! 
 
H appy Planning!  

The Tattooist of 
Auschwitz

Heather M orris

Focus
 

 

M ike Schmoker

The Poet X
 

 

Elizabeth Acevedo
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for each content area and breaks them down. When talking about ELA, 
he focuses on reading stamina and recommends that English courses 
have 8-10 core books, including plays, 10-20 poems and short stories 
and about the same number of nonfiction articles or speeches. Let that 
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shows ways that we can increase the amount of writing we require and 
decrease the paper-grading load. Using daily checks for work that meet 
the specific focus of the day?s lesson will allow us to give targeted 
feedback, and save the more detailed assessments for later stages of 
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This book was released in 2018, but I had not read it until this summer. 
This story follows Lale, a Slovakian Jew who was put to work tattooing 
his fellow prisoners. Lale is given some privilege and freedom due to his 
position. He uses his position to find ways to help others, and eventually 
finds love within the confines of Auschwitz-Birkenau. Lale and Gita 
have many hurdles and obstacles to face as they navigate the horrors of 
the camp.  

M orris does a great job of allowing the reader to experience a tiny 
portion of the angst and horror of the time without sensationalizing it or 
condemning Lale for his choices. There are many examples of cruelty 
but also kindness within the walls of the prison. I think M s. M orris 
sums it up best in her author?s note: ?I had to identify how memory and 
history sometimes waltz in step and sometimes strain to part, to present 
not a lesson in history, of which there are many but a unique lesson in 
humanity? (p. 6). 

As we dive back into the thick of things with lesson plans and 
community building, remember that voting for the Buckeye Children?s 
and Teen Book Awards open 9-1-19 and close 11-10-19! This is the 
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M orris does a great job of allowing the reader to experience a tiny 
portion of the angst and horror of the time without sensationalizing it or 
condemning Lale for his choices. There are many examples of cruelty 
but also kindness within the walls of the prison. I think M s. M orris 
sums it up best in her author?s note: ?I had to identify how memory and 
history sometimes waltz in step and sometimes strain to part, to present 
not a lesson in history, of which there are many but a unique lesson in 
humanity? (p. 6). 

As we dive back into the thick of things with lesson plans and 
community building, remember that voting for the Buckeye Children?s 
and Teen Book Awards open 9-1-19 and close 11-10-19! This is the 
only student nominated and selected award, and author?s love hearing 
from their target audience! 
 
H appy Planning!  



N am e:  Ga-Vita H aynes

 Education: Cleveland State University

Current t i t le/posit ion/distr ict : 
ELA/Senior Seminar/Health Teacher, 
Glenville H igh School

D escr ibe your favor ite lesson to teach.  
Why do you think this lesson is so 
enjoyable/effect ive?

Honestly, all of my lessons are favorites if 
my students learned something from them.  
I enjoy delivering effective lessons daily and 
see the outcome of the journey be a success 
by the end of the school year.  When 
students are learning, you will know because 
it makes you work harder to deliver the next 
lesson so then the students? work even 
harder than you because they know they can 
obtain success after the lesson has been 
taught.

H ow do you prepare students for a 21st 
century workforce? What do you see as 
the m ost essential ski l ls for students to 
learn?

M y students are being prepared for the new 
workforce with exposure. Exposure with job 
fairs, webinars: where people speak about 
their careers via video conferencing (I find 
this a help because students are interacting 
with other students from other school 
buildings and learning about new career 
pathways all over Ohio.  In addition, we do 
research projects centered on the booming 
careers and trades that the world offers 
today.  We take college visits so the students 
can see all of their options after high school 
graduation.  The most essential skills 
students need to learn are communication, 
writing, networking and technology skills.  
All the skills will help them be an individual 
that will thrive in the world no matter 
where they end up: college, workforce or
trade school.

H aving a  growth m indset is im por tant 
for students as they learn.  H ow do you 
help students understand the process of 
learning and how to overcom e obstacles

in their education?

Every school year, my first task is to build 
positive relationships with my staff, students, 
and parents.  Then I evaluate their strengths 
and weaknesses, academically and 
personally, to examine the whole person in 
order to give the students what they need to 
reach to the next level in their lives.  We 
take it one day at a time and step by step 
with their guidance along the way, learning 
how they learn and teaching them what 
needs to be taught. If barriers seem to be in 
the way during the process, we have 
discussions to help us understand if we need 
to stop and slow down, back up or teach a 
whole different concept in order for the 
student to overcome any obstacle in their 
way. We strive for excellence. Every student 
has a brilliant part of them and it is my duty 
to bring it out so the world could see.

H ow have you changed as an educator?  
What has been your biggest catalyst for 
change?

Since my first day of teaching, I have 
changed in many ways. When I started 
teaching in 2001, I taught 3rd grade, regular 
education.  I was all over the place; I did not 
realize I had to teach all subject areas.  H alf 
way through my career, I had to drastically 
change my mindset due to the fact that I 
now teach high school English which is very 
different from 3rd grade Reading. The 
change is GREAT! I have changed into a 
growth mindset person to service my 
students in a better capacity. I now think for 
my students so they can be successful. 
Building relationships is the key to success, 
and I know that this helped me mold 
students? lives so they can be better citizens 
in the world in which they live in. The 
catalyst for change is to be able to help all 
students be productive citizens with the 
resources we have in the school and 
community, which would help implement
change for our students.

Why are you a m em ber of OCT ELA?  
Please descr ibe som e of the benefits you 
see in being a m em ber of the group.

I am a member of OCTELA. I believe that 
networking with other educators in Ohio is 
crucial to this career today. With all of the 
changes in education over the years, it is 
important to attend conferences and take 
refresher courses that will allow educators to 
be knowledgeable at all times. This helps the 
educator which then help the students we 
serve.

Are you planning to attend this year?s 
OCT ELA conference?  I f so, what are 
you m ost looking forward to 
attending/doing/exper iencing?

Yes, I would like to attend the OCTELA 
conference in 2020. I look forward to 
meeting new educators and learning new 
ideas they use to take back with me to my 
building and share with my colleagues.  In 
addition, I am planning to purchase material 
that I can use in my building with the

students I service.

Any addit ional inform ation you'd l ike 
to share with our OCT ELA m em bers?

OCTELA is an organization worth joining. 
What OCTELA provides for English
teachers is priceless.

M EM BER SPOTLIGHT
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Southwest Ohio Region Update 
  
Your OCTELA Southwest region is looking 
to grow and hopes to connect more ELA 
teachers from Southwest Ohio! We?ve had a 
meet ups since the February conference and 
are looking to schedule more! In April, 
participants chatted about sketchnoting. In 
June, conversation focused on sharing our 
stories, hopes, and even frustrations. This 
meet up even led to some ongoing follow up

conversation about blended learning! 

The most recent meeting was held on 
August 7th at Little M iami Brewing 
Company in M ilford from 1-4. Another 
meeting will be set up in September and

October based on participant feedback.

M eet ups are great ways to have conversation 
and collaboration with fellow educators 
from our corner of the state! Contact hours 
that can be used for your professional 
growth and development will be offered for

meet ups.

Southwest Ohio is a wonderful area with 
some of the greatest districts in the state. 
Let?s grow our own ELA support network 
in our backyard! Feel free to contact Heidi 
Weber at weberhe@lovelandschools.org or 
consider joining our SW Ohio OCTELA 
Facebook group! Search ?Southwest Ohio 
Region for OCTELA? and submit your 
request to join by answering a few simple 
questions (we want to keep the group 
private for SW Ohio ELA teachers).

REGION AL ROUN DUP
SOUTHWEST OHIO



Company in M ilford from 1-4. Another meeting will be set up in
September and October based on participant feedback.

M eet ups are great ways to have conversation and collaboration with 
fellow educators from our corner of the state! Contact hours that can 
be used for your professional growth and development will be offered

for meet ups.

Southwest Ohio is a wonderful area with some of the greatest districts 
in the state. Let?s grow our own ELA support network in our backyard! 
Feel free to contact Heidi Weber at weberhe@lovelandschools.org or 
consider joining our SW Ohio OCTELA Facebook group! Search 
?Southwest Ohio Region for OCTELA? and submit your request to 
join by answering a few simple questions (we want to keep the group 

private for SW Ohio ELA teachers).
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The OCTELA newsletter is published throughout the year and distributed to OCTELA members. Articles 
cover events and topics of interest to OCTELA members and English Language Arts educators at large. If you 

have information you think would enliven or inform our audience, please submit it to the editor via mail or email. 
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Karla Hayslett, Editor

1209 Heather Run
Wilmington, OH 45177

Email:  octela@gmail.com
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